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FCO Minister for the Middle East and Africa, Tobias Ellwood, will visit Goma
in the Democratic Republic of Congo on 14-15 February.

Speaking before the visit Mr Ellwood said:

‘I am delighted to be able to visit the Democratic Republic of Congo again.
During my visit I hope to have the chance to better understand the current
security and political situation in the country.

‘The UK remains a serious and committed partner of the DRC, as our half a
billion dollar annual contribution shows. Part of that commitment involves
direct assistance to the government through MONUSCO to end ongoing conflicts,
where the primary responsibility for achieving this of course sits with the
government.

‘But I will also be interested to see what progress has been made towards
organising elections in 2017, including the implementation of the 31 December
Agreement. The UK firmly believes that elections can always be organised
where there is the will to do so, and that the greatest threat to DRC’s
stability will arise where the democratic aspirations of the Congolese people
are not met.

‘I take this opportunity to again present my condolences to the Congolese
people for the recent loss of opposition leader Etienne Tshisekedi, whom I
met during my last visit. He was an inspiration to many Congolese, whatever
their political inclinations. In this period of mourning, and suspension of
talks pending the formation of a new government, it would not be appropriate
to discuss in detail international support for elections but I hope to do so
with the new government in due course’.
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The UK government’s intention to leave Euratom alongside leaving the EU was
announced just over two weeks ago in the White Paper entitled “The United
Kingdom’s exit from, and new partnership with, the European Union”. This has
obvious implications for UKAEA – especially the continued operation of JET
after 2018 and the UK’s continued participation in ITER.

UKAEA has since received the following statement from the Minister of State
for Universities, Science, Research and Innovation, Jo Johnson MP :

The research done at the Culham Centre for Fusion Energy is rightly
recognised as world class and it has driven UK leadership in fusion
R&D for many years. The Government has no intention of compromising
this position following the decision to withdraw from the Euratom
Treaty. Leaving Euratom is a result of the decision to leave the EU
as they are uniquely legally joined. The UK supports Euratom, and
we value international collaboration in fusion research and the
UK’s key role in these efforts.

Maintaining and building on our world-leading fusion expertise and
securing alternative routes into the international fusion R&D
projects such as the Joint European Torus (JET) project at Culham
and the ITER project in France, will be a priority.

The Government is working closely with the UKAEA management and
board on ways to achieve this.

‘Radio provides accessible, real-time
medium to bridge divides,’ UNESCO says
on World Day

13 February 2017 – Radio has never been so dynamic, engaging and important in
the midst of deep change in ways to share and access information, the UN
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Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) said today, World
Radio Day.

“At a time of turbulence, radio provides an enduring platform to bring
communities together,” said UNESCO Director-General Irina Bokova in her
message on the Day.

“On the way to work, in our homes, offices and fields, in times of peace,
conflict and emergencies, radio remains a crucial source of information and
knowledge, spanning generations and cultures, inspiring us with the wealth of
humanity’s diversity, and connecting us with the world,” she said.

Radio is a force for human rights and dignity and a powerful enabler of
solutions to the challenges all societies face, she said, calling for
nurturing the power of radio to foster the conversations and the listening
needed for cooperation to tackle the challenges all humanity faces.

Radio plays an important role in taking forward the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development, advancing fundamental freedoms and bolstering good
governance and the rule of law. It can help tackle new challenges, such as
climate change and discrimination, by providing an accessible and real-time
medium to bridge divides and strengthen dialogue.

This requires a new commitment by all, including broadcasters, regulators and
audiences, she said, noting that radio can provide “a beacon” for innovative
solutions to local problems, and continue to advance human rights, gender
equality, dialogue and peace.

In January 2013, the UN General Assembly formally endorsed UNESCO’s
proclamation of World Radio Day, 13 February, the day UN Radio was
established in 1946.

Notice: BA12 0SS, Mrs Caroline
Wheatley Hubbard: environmental permit
application advertisement

Updated: The operator details have changed.

The Environment Agency consults the public on certain applications for waste
operations, mining waste operations, installations, water discharge and
groundwater activities. The arrangements are explained in its Public
Participation Statement

These notices explain:
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what the application is about

which Environment Agency office you can visit to see the application
documents on the public register

when you need to comment by

The Environment Agency will decide:

whether to grant or refuse the application

what conditions to include in the permit (if granted)

Beijing bans higher emission vehicles
from road

Beijing will ban high-emission vehicles from its urban areas starting
Wednesday, authorities said Monday.

Starting from Feb. 15, light-duty gasoline-powered cars that fail to meet the
National Emission Standard III will be banned from entering Beijing’s fifth
ring on weekdays.

Violators will be fined 100 yuan (US$14.50) for every four hours that they
drive on the road. Substandard cars will also be taken off the road through
annual inspections or spot checks.

The Chinese capital currently requires new cars to comply with the “Beijing
VI” emission standard, which is higher than the widely-used National Emission
Standard V and equivalent to the Euro VI standard, the strictest in China.

The National Emission Standard I was introduced in 1999 and the National
Emission Standard II followed in 2004.

“After weeding out yellow-labeled cars [outdated and heavy-polluting
vehicles], vehicles consistent with the National Emission Standards II and
III release most of the pollutants on the roads,” said Yu Jianhua, chief
engineer of the Beijing Municipal Environmental Protection Bureau.

Higher-polluting gasoline vehicles account for less than 10 percent of
vehicles on the road, but discharge over 30 percent of nitrogen oxide and 25
percent of volatile organic compounds, according to Yu.
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Beijing’s 5.7 million vehicles produce 500,000 tonnes of various pollutants
annually and account for 31 percent of locally-generated PM 2.5, a
particulate matter associated with hazardous smog, making it the prime source
of PM2.5, according to the environmental authority.

Plagued by smog over the past decade, the capital city has initiated a series
of regulations to improve its air quality.

It has moved out high-polluting industries, pulled outdated cars off the
road, continued to improve the public transportation system and rolled out
policies to support new energy vehicles.

Average density of PM 2.5 in the capital was 73 micrograms per cubic meter in
2016, down 9.9 percent from the previous year, according to the Beijing
Municipal Reform and Development Commission.


